Lady Blessington's usage of Byron, 'hazing' you. His command of fact was so astoundingly broad that in venturing to disagree, one was immediately in dangerous territory, whether the matter was textual, biographical, to do with Byron's reception anywhere from Russia to Japan, sexual politics or party politics. If in doubt when questioned, many of us so-called 'professional' Byronists would simply reply 'ask Peter Cochran'. From the stage he moved on to teaching, first at Margaret Dane School for Girls, and then as Head of English and Drama at Hertfordshire School for Girls, from which he retired some ten years on from his doctorate. He must have been a splendid teacher-energy, wit, unbridled enthusiasm (one can only imagine the performances of Shakespeare he organised)-but by 2002 Byron's world had become all-consuming.
It would be otiose to list all his publications-both in traditional format and on-lineand all interested in Byron who do not already know it should refer to his web-site (https://petercochran.wordpress.com/), for the more than formidable number of editions and books. But equally it would be improper not to mention the Hobhouse Diaries, nor the re-edited Byron Correspondence, both great gifts to scholarship-and let us who have earned a living studying Byron not forget either that they are 'gifts' in a very real sense from someone who worked for the love of it only. There were also the many editions of the Newstead Abbey Newsletter edited by Peter, and in some cases almost entirely written by him too-an almost impossible act to follow. Peter's opinions were from time to time controversial, and the provocation at many a Byron conference for intense and profitable debate, but off-stage as it were he was the most genial of presences (our dogs were always inquired after in correspondence), generous in his learning (it never occurred to me that Peter would not help someone whom, because my own knowledge failed, I had to pass over to him), and with an appropriately Byronic hint of irony to suit almost any occasion (the lifted Peter eyebrow was a work of art).
His accuracy as a scholar was and remains legendary, and his editions will live for a very long time indeed. It's just a pity that he himself couldn't have lived among us that little bit longer.
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